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4 COLOUR SEALED INK CUP TAMPO PP 150 PAD PRINTER (KENT)
This would be an ideal start up machine for anyone looking to go into subcontract printing. It can be used
for single or multi colour printing.
This is a four colour machine with a 14 station transfer carre. The machine and transfer carre are mounted
on a height adjustable stand.
The machine is in good working order but the ink cup ceramic rings may need replacing and the price
reflects this.
The approximate cost to replace the ink cups is £200 - £250 each.
The machine can be seen running.
Also available is a flaming unit and a pneumatic jig
shuttle.

YOM:
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1996
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MANUFACTURERS SPECIFICATION
Microprocessor control, pneumatic pad printer
Use open ink tray or ceramic ink cup (CMIC)
Use band steel, polymer or 10mm steel plate
0- adjustment dead on plate registration for fast job change
Membrane switch control panel
Pre-programmed with 44 stored print options (special programs on request)
Dual function valve for texture surface printing
Variable pad delay prior to printing to maximize ink transfer
Emergency power shut-off (optional)
Lightweight, rigid aluminium cast machine frame
Hardened, precision ground shaft & oil-impregnated bushing for friction free machine movement
Independent pad stroke & speed adjustment
APS: Automatic pad stroke
Weight 150Kg (approx)
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